

















































Translated by Dr Shanru Yang
 
Trace Engines presents a body of drawings that not only 
extend from Clough’s previous work but also consolidate 
that work. These drawings pull together threads from a 
multidimensional practice that the artist has honed over 
the last twenty-ve years. Those strands can be traced, 
for example, to his Cornish Ware (1997), a playful 
ceramic installation, and to pieces such as plasticine 
Sculpture for Drawing (1997). As Clough explains, both 
these earlier works present “recognised and potentially 
familiar object(s) ... trapped between creation and 
destruction, ... a collection of disparate objects forced to 
not only inhabit the same space but, in that, to have 
their physical form and identity compromised and 
challenged;” a statement that seems equally applicable 
to the works that comprise Trace Engines. 
In fact, the threads drawn together by Trace Engines go 
beyond Clough’s multidisciplinary creative practice; they 
weave through the practice he has concurrently 
developed as an international educator. Both aspects of 
Clough’s work, the pedagogic and the creative, articulate 
his position as a true celebrant of diversity and this urge 
to embrace and value dierence reverberates across his 
most recent collection. It is evident, for example, in the 
way in which an historically and globally shared visual 
language, that of blue and white ceramics, is centralised 
in this body of work. Furthermore, this drive to explore 
and juxtapose new territories has given Clough’s work a 
consistent sense of freshness and vibrancy. The drawings 
in this collection are no exception; a series of energetic 
and simultaneously fragile traceries.
Each drawing oers a delicate ligree of conicting 
gestures. There are passages where these signs busily 
jostle together in crowds; elsewhere they push away 
from each other with all the repellence of opposing 
magnets, which creates a palpable tension across the 
surface of the paper. An array of such binary tensions 
gives each work a dynamism deserving of the title 
‘engine.’ This push and pull is evident, for instance, in the 
way in which immediacy, chance and ux are delicately 
counter-balanced by an intense attention to detail, to 
meticulously plotting point, plane and line. As Clough 
points out, this echoes the sense of balance between 
uidity and control found in Chinese traditions of 
ink painting and drawing. In fact, Trace Engines is 
fuelled by multiple references, which leaves the 
work reverberating somewhere between 
hard-edged Constructivist posters and Joseph 
Beuys’ evocative organic drawings. Like Beuys’ 
shamanistic imagining of possibilities beyond the 
realities we think we know, Trace Engines seems to 
propel us into places that do not quite exist, but 
quite easily could; part schematic drawings, and 
part proposals for alternative realities. 
In essence, Clough’s deft melding of threads and 
overlaps opens up littoral spaces teaming with 
possibilities and, like the shelled creatures that 
generally inhabit such spaces, each of the 
mesmerising ‘wunderkammer-like’ congurations 
presented in these drawings seems to secrete a 
unique vitrine for itself; both a means of protection 
and display. Clough gives a pertinent explanation 
of this when he talks of these transparent cases as 
means to “historically, physically and visually place 
the drawings in a sculptural context, while 
concurrently challenging that placement.” In fact, 
these drawings seem set on challenging ideas of 
placement and containment at a fundamental 
level. In the Deluzian sense, they present a series of 
rhizomic surfaces, which knowingly risk 
generating an overabundance of information by 
foregrounding the endless ‘and’ described by 
Gerald Raunig. As Anthony Huberman so 
articulately points out, this makes a sophisticated 
challenge to the compulsion to identify, categorise 
and pin down and invites instead a questioning of 
perceived certainties, a delighting in precarious 
uncertainty; an invitation it is hard to refuse. 
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A dynamism deserving      
of the title ‘engine’
当之无愧的活力     
‘引擎’       
Cornish Ware, detail, 1997
Sculpture for Drawing, yellow, detail, 1997
Sculpture for Drawing, blue, detail, 1997
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